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New testing software for quantifying discrimination
capacity in subjects with ocular pathologies
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Abstract. We develop a new visual test, designed as software for quantifying discrimination capacity under low-
illumination conditions. This is an important task in the presence of visual disturbances, such as those perceived
by subjects with some ocular pathologies. For this purpose, we propose a visual-disturbance index, checking the
test with two groups of observers having different ocular pathologies: a group with unilateral keratitis and another
group affected with age-related macular degeneration (ARMD). To compare the test results to objective data,
we use a double-pass device to measure the Strehl ratio, a parameter that quantifies the retinal-image quality,
taking into account aberrations, retinal reflection, and intraocular scattering working jointly. Diseased eyes present
higher disturbance indexes and a lower Strehl ratio compared to their healthy fellow eyes, registering a significant
descending correlation between the disturbance index and the Strehl ratio. The lower the Strehl ratio is, the
higher the disturbance index for the eyes studied. Therefore, in keratitis and ARMD eyes, our results demonstrate
a deterioration in the retinal-image quality and a lower discrimination capacity to peripheral stimuli, reducing
visual performance. The test presented here could be useful for the study and time course in different eye diseases,
especially those involving an increase in scattered light or alterations in the ocular media, as shown in this work.
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1 Introduction
In the last decade, the use and development of objective opti-
cal devices, such as aberrometers and double-pass devices, have
expanded to evaluate the optical quality of the human eye.1–5

With these devices, the aim is to achieve an objective evaluation
of the observer’s visual state, spending the least time possible
in taking the data. This time savings is a great advantage in
clinics, where time spent per patient is limited; also, for older
patients, speed of examination avoids unnecessary fatigue in
the observer. However, these optical devices were previously
large and also costly, sometimes prohibitively so. Without these
devices, the visual examination of the subject would be lim-
ited to the usual psychophysical tests as well as the study of
the refractive state of the subject. Therefore, other subjective
tests are needed that require the cooperation of the patient to
characterize the visual performance of the subject. The discrim-
ination capacity of the subject is an important visual function
for this purpose, allowing us to evaluate the real state of vi-
sion of the subject and providing an easy tool for detecting
potential visual dysfunctions. For these reasons, a new visual
test for quantifying discrimination capacity was developed that
needs no specific hardware, is free of charge, and is becoming
an accessible and easy tool for clinical applications compared
to former complex optical devices. On the other hand, the de-
velopment of simple visual tests that evaluate visual function is
an important task for the study, monitoring, and early diagnosis
of different visual pathologies that develop asymptomatically
to advanced stages of pathology, such as age-related macular
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degeneration (ARMD), and that could go unnoticed if not ade-
quately tested. In this study, we check the visual test developed
for quantifying discrimination capacity in subjects with different
ocular pathologies and seek to determine whether these ocular
pathologies, which affect the retinal-image quality, cause any
deterioration in the discrimination capacity and, consequently,
in visual performance.

Basically, the test consists of the discrimination of lumi-
nous peripheral stimuli around a more luminous central one.
The central luminous stimulus causes a certain amount of
intraocular scattering and retinal reflection in the patient’s
eye, depending on the state of the retina and ocular me-
dia of the subject. This effect increases for different ocu-
lar pathologies, provoking visual disturbances (such as a veil
of stray light over the retinal image, glare, and visual ha-
los perceived by the observer). Using the new visual test de-
veloped, performed with software and executed with a PC,
we measured the discrimination capacity of the subject and
checked two types of patients presenting loss in visual qual-
ity, such as keratitis and ARMD patients. One test-selection
criterion was that the test should present easy tasks to be per-
formed by patients having different pathologies and ranging
widely in age, especially for older patients who are not rec-
ommended for complex visual tests. Data compiled with this
psychophysical test have been compared to objective data from
an optical device (OQASTM, Optical Quality Analysis Sys-
tem, Visiometrics SL, Tarrasa, Spain) based on the double-pass
technique.
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